The evolution of Alzheimer's disease-related cytoskeletal pathology in the human raphe nuclei.
The cross-sectional analyses currently available show that the Alzheimer's disease (AD)-related cytoskeletal alterations within the human brain affect variously susceptible areas of the cerebral cortex in a uniform sequence with very little interpatient variability. This sequence has been divided for research and comparative purposes into six stages (cortical NFT/NT-stages I-VI). Among the subcortical nuclei affected in AD are those belonging to the raphe system. Efforts were focused on the lesions present in these nuclei to see in which of the six stages the AD-related cytoskeletal anomalies begin and whether a correlation exists between the AD-related pathology developing within the cerebral cortex and the cytoskeletal damage that occurs in the nuclei of the raphe system. To this end, serial sections from the brainstems of 27 post-mortem cases with stages I-VI of cortical cytoskeletal lesions were examined. The cytoskeletal pathology was visualized using the modified silver iodide-Gallyas staining technique and the antibody AT8. The latter is directed specifically against the abnormally phosphorylated cytoskeletal protein tau. The dorsal raphe nucleus manifests the cytoskeletal lesions early on (stages I-II). The central and linear raphe nuclei, by contrast, do so initially in stages III-IV, and the caudal raphe nuclei register the first changes in stages V-VI. In stages V and VI, the dorsal raphe nucleus displays the most severe cytoskeletal pathology within the raphe system, followed by the central and linear raphe nuclei, whereas the cytoskeletal anomalies in the caudal raphe nuclei are slight. The developing damage within the nuclei of the raphe system correlates with the stages I-VI and, furthermore, progresses in the oral raphe nuclei in close connection with the evolution of the pathological process in cortical projection destinations of these nuclei. As the source of the ascending serotonergic system, the involvement of the oral raphe nuclei may be partially responsible for the early manifestation of the non-cognitive and emotional deficiencies possibly traceable to dysfunctions within the ascending serotonergic system.